Z ł o t e Ta r a s y
Złote Tarasy („Golden Terraces“) is an impressive shopping and entertainment
complex in the heart of Warsaw (Poland), which opened its doors to shoppers in
the spring of 2007. The multi-functional building, which houses 200 shops, bars,
restaurants, cinemas and offices, was implemented by ING Real Estates Development in co-operation with commercial property developer Rodamco Europe.
With its sophisticated architecture, the complex offers a business floor space
of 225,000 sqm in a uniquely stylishly atmosphere: Złote Tarasy represents a
perfect combination of local tradition and modern design. The impressive flowing roof, which resembles a phantastic moon crater and is intended to represent
freedom, offers visitors an unobstructed birdseye view of Warsaw.
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Z ł o t e Ta r a s y

Solution for
Car Access:
Installation Date

2006/2007

Operator

Poland Car
Parking

Autopay
Machines

18

Entrance Gates

9

Exit Gates

9

Parking Spaces

1.600

System
Application

Parking.Logic

Data Carriers

Barcode, Keycard

Based on the existing intensive co-operation with operator Poland Car Parking, SKIDATA was selected to implement the latest parking technology for this
pretigious project.
The comprehensive solution ensures professional parking management for
1,600 spaces on four levels. A special section is reserved exclusively for
staff working in Złote Tarasy’s office building. Two SKIDATA door readers
(DoorReader.Gate) enable round-the-clock access to the car park. Also, the
solution features a flexible application for multiple validations, which is integrated into the SKIDATA system by way of an interface. Shoppers enjoy special discounts on parking: tickets are validated conveniently at the checkout
when paying.

Special Features
• Mobile WLAN handhelds integrated into the SKIDATA overall solution for
in-store parking validation
• Contract parking permits for shop staff and VIP guests; contactless
entry and exit with SKIDATA Keycards at three gates
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